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DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK FOR INVESTING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
FORESTS: 

Identifying why, where and how to invest in public forests 

 

Harry Nelson and Phil Grace1 

There is a broad consensus that the forests of British Columbia provide important environmental, social, 
and economic values to the people of BC as well as to the global public. Yet at the same time the ability 
of our forests to sustain those values is being challenged –more immediately by forest health issues 
while structural deficiencies in our approach to forest management fail to adequately address all of 
those values-most importantly our management emphasis on timber to the exclusion of other values. 
Overarching these are two important drivers-the transition towards harvesting younger forests than we 
have in the past, and the need to start proactively planning and adapting for a changing climate.  

Different aspects of these issues affecting our forests have been documented in the Healthy Forests 
Healthy Communities community dialogue sessions and background briefs such as forest inventory 
shortcomings, a lack of wildfire strategies, inadequate forest management planning including a lack of 
strategic plans and clarity around specific management goals, and silviculture investments to mitigate 
forest health issues. Integral to implementing many of these proposals is the need for additional 
funding. But there are many other calls on public funds - health care, schools, and infrastructure - so if 
investing more in our forests will be part of the solution, we must first understand the questions we 
need to ask; not whether we should spend more, but what case can we make for investing in our 
forests. In order to do that there are three key questions we must ask: 

1) What are we trying to achieve? What benefits do we anticipate? 
2) How much money is required to achieve those benefits? 
3) How will the returns from those expenditures be realized? 

Answering these questions not only can show whether we should invest (the why) but also the where 
and how. In terms of the where, the answer may lie in a more systemic approach, or be more targeted 
towards a particular forest area. And this in turn will influence the nature of the how - where the 
potential exists to draw upon private funds or public funds or some combination of the two and the 
associated opportunities. This lets us understand the overall investment case-integral to implementing 

                                                            
1 H. Nelson, MPP, MSc, PhD, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Forestry, UBC; Phil Grace, MSc Candidate, 
Faculty of Forestry, UBC; We would like to acknowledge the helpful comments of Cam Brown, David 
Cohen, Ken Day, Ngaio Hotte, and several anonymous reviewers. 
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the solution. To date, investment in the forest asset has been driven by forest revenues-rather than by 
the investment needs. That logic is backward; investment should be driven by the expected benefits, 
rather than how much money we have available. 

In the rest of this discussion paper, we focus on how this would work, focusing on investing in our forest 
resource-although we need to understand that even where we are talking about investment in the 
forest resource (i.e., silviculture); ultimately the return on those investments will also be determined by 
how much is invested in other parts of system, including the forest industry (e.g. mill improvements) 
and the communities that rely upon the forests (e.g. community resilience projects).  

IDENTIFYING THE INVESTMENT CASE 

The investment framework is designed to help achieve your management priorities. We note elsewhere 
that there has been much discussion in the HFHC dialogue to the need for a vision for forests in BC. 
Absent this vision, we still argue that this investment-based approach is needed to guide the ongoing 
decisions we face today - and that we might, even in a more limited setting, be able to identify common 
values across stakeholder groups and identify more specific visions, where agreement might be easier to 
achieve around particular issues (restocking beetle-killed stands in sensitive watersheds or managing 
wildfire risk in the interface). This, in turn, would allow us to identify just what returns we can expect 
and how we might be able to mobilize investment and from where (we return to this in our examples at 
the end).  

To understand how the three questions posed earlier can be used to develop an investment case, we 
need to look at several key and inter-related factors: the expected benefits and timing of those benefits. 
Identifying these explicitly allows us to understand what kind of returns we can expect from our 
investment. This, in turn, identifies how we can create the opportunity for that investment. 2 

Benefits and Returns - market and non-market 

Our forests provide a wider range of environmental, economic, and social values, and the returns are 
recognized in equally diverse ways. In some cases the economic benefits are captured privately through 
market values, such as financial returns from harvesting, selling, or processing timber, while in other 
cases these economic benefits accrue more broadly (e.g.- their contribution to employment and local 
economies). Many of the benefits will come from non-market values (such as clean water, biodiversity, 
recreational opportunities or cultural significance) although these can also have economic aspects (e.g.- 
tourism). When evaluating the benefits we hope to attain, we must first make sure that we define 
benefits and return on investment carefully since only focusing on economic returns will exclude other 

                                                            
2 Indeed, this is the kind of framework that is meant to guide the Land-Based Investment strategy-
although the strategy is limited by its focus on timber productivity and volume, a lack of information on 
the other values that it is supposed to capture, and ultimately no decisions that are tied to this 
framework. 
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important values. Equally importantly, it is important to do this carefully since a key principle is that 
those that pay are the ones that realize the benefits. Therefore, when we look to invest in something 
that provides as many services as a forest, we cannot afford to define our investment benefit solely as 
market benefits like financial return or expect to capture it purely through returns to timber since the 
benefits are so much broader. We should also recognize that if the main benefits are to be captured 
privately we should not necessarily look to public investment; at the same time, we should not expect 
private investment to proceed if the benefits that accrue will be through these important but non-
market values.  

Finally, even where the returns are financial, the timing of those returns on forest investments may be 
the single biggest impediment to attracting any kind of significant private financial capital where those 
that are not likely to be generated for an extended period of time.  

We have traditionally sought ways to motivate private investment in BC forests and the forest sector by 
relying on timber values to provide the incentives. But with the realization that many of the returns we 
expect are not financial - and that the delay in receiving private returns diminishes the incentives they 
provide - requires us to recognize that while private funding may play a role, the private opportunities 
are simply too limited relative to the need. Even forest certification-while designed to recognize the 
benefits from good forest stewardship-has offered limited market incentives. 

While the enormous potential to improve ecosystem services through markets ecosystem services are 
emerging, these are still small and limited, and not yet at a scale to rival the market benefits of timber 
production. While these must not be overlooked, they are likely to be limited in the opportunities they 
can offer over the next decade.  

For good reasons, we must look to public funding to address the issue of time and non-market benefits. 
At the same time, the recent tightening of public coffers and the shrinking of monitoring and 
management capacity at the relevant ministries is not likely be reversed anytime soon, so the option of 
public funding alone is doubtful to meet all needs. Therefore, given the proportion of Crown land in 
British Columba, although public funding will continue to dominate when it comes to spending on our 
forest resources, it can be expected that some of the measures taken to increase funding to different 
areas of forest management and forest-dependent communities will take some form of public-private 
partnerships. 

We now need to explore how these needs can be matched with the opportunities, particularly where 
we seek to develop new public-private partnerships. This requires two important elements that we have 
not explicitly considered before, at least in the context of forest management in BC. First, under what 
circumstances can we successfully combine private investment with public investments - where might 
we be able to match private and public benefits? And second, we will need to recognize that where we 
do seek to realize that private investment, it will have to be supported by contractual arrangements, 
legislation, regulation and policy to assure that benefits accrue to private investment  
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In the final section we sketch out some proposals that show how this could work, drawing on some 
existing examples from BC and elsewhere. 

IMPLEMENTING INVESTMENT MODELS 

We offer some examples to illustrate how this approach could be utilized. 

New Public Funding Models 

The first is where the benefits to be realized encompass all forest values, where the bulk will be realized 
mainly long-term, especially the private returns. An example of this would be replanting of beetle-killed 
forests (likely to not go back into a more productive state? Have additional benefits?); in this case we 
would look to the important public values we will be creating, and in turn look to public funding. Here 
we would propose an option involving the earmarking of a portion of the Carbon tax that would be 
reinvested in rural BC to help fund what is required to rebuild forests.3   

New Partnership Models 

We can also look to create new partnership models - where we can engage different kinds of 
investments. For example, we can create opportunities for other organizations to come in and help 
achieve our management goals. There are a number of examples in Canada and the US of local, small-
scale initiatives tackling environmental issues such as watershed management without necessarily 
needing large sums of money or alterations in the policy environment. The US has also experimented 
with larger stewardship contracts, where third parties - not necessarily private firms - invest alongside 
government to address forest health issues and improve ecosystem outcomes.4  

New Business Models  

We can also explore where we might be able to leverage private benefits to achieve other values. For 
example timber harvesting might help us better address wildfire risk, or develop more resilient stands - 
but then we need to change the management paradigm to reflect the emphasis on achieving that 
objective, rather than trying to maximize economic returns. Indeed, where we are increasingly 
challenged by reduced timber availability, and where we rely on the remaining high quality timber 
stands to increasingly meet a large number of our environmental and social objectives (around 
biodiversity and watersheds for example), we could look to where there are opportunities to 
rehabilitate beetle-killed timber stands that would otherwise be uneconomic under the current system 

                                                            
3 The Future Forests for Tomorrow initiative is attempting to do this, although it is limited by its funding 
and could also benefit from establishing links to other management priorities beyond simply timber 
productivity.  
4 Such examples could work in BC. US efforts have been limited by liability issues and by a loss of 
infrastructure where they have lost processing capacity in many of the areas affected, raising the cost of 
these kinds of approaches. 
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because of replanting costs. In this case we can look to take advantage of the ability of industry to cost-
effectively harvest and treat timber stands, and where public funds would be invested in restocking 
those stands that would otherwise not be treated.5 

New Investment Sources 

Finally, we may also wish to explore new financial governance mechanisms. Part of the issue we face 
today has been an emphasis on maximizing returns from our resource, rather than investing in it and we 
should consider developing a trust fund(s) that will help support a long-term commitment to 
maintaining our forests. Many jurisdictions throughout the world have opted to go with trust funds as a 
way to ensure that a portion of proceeds from natural resource exploitation are set aside for various 
ends; Norway’s Sovereign Wealth Fund and Alaska’s Alaska Permanent Fund are notable examples from 
the oil and gas sector. While a trust may not be the ideal vehicle for assuring that all of BC’s forest 
investment needs are met, the concept may be a good starting point given the limitations around the 
private sector’s lack of willingness to invest.  

There have been proposals to develop forest bonds - ways to raise capital - that do offer opportunities in 
BC, although these would need to be secured against revenues.  However, if we develop a broader set of 
economic values, or other industries are impacting the ability of the land base to achieve those values, 
revenues from those activities (energy and mine development) could also be used as a revenue source. 

CONCLUSION 

Although we recognize the importance of our forests to the people of BC, for a wide range of reasons, 
we have not acknowledged that just as our expectations for these forests change, along with the forest 
itself, we need to rethink how we approach our management of those forests. Critical to that 
reinvention is the acknowledgement that we can no longer treat our forests as an asset from which we 
can withdraw what we want and expect to continue to continue receiving the same level of benefits we 
have in the past. Instead, we have to acknowledge that we also need to invest in those forests if we 
expect to continue to receive those benefits in the future. 

By taking an investment approach-which we do widely elsewhere in making these kinds of decisions, 
whether by business, individuals, even elsewhere in government-this will offer two important benefits. 
First, it clarifies where and why we need to invest. And second, and equally importantly, it allows us to 
identify new and innovative ways in which we can combine different sources of funds, both private and 
public. It allows us to take advantage of the different strengths of those sources-the ability of the private 

                                                            
5 There has been some limited effort here in the BC Interior in beetle-killed stands where there is a mix 
of green and dead pine, and not much secondary structure (where there is advanced regeneration). In 
this case there are timber values but not sufficiently high to make it economic under the current system 
when replanting costs are included-but timber revenues can defray the treatment costs and, where it 
can serve other management values, improve ecological benefits as well (i.e. watersheds at risk). 
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sector to do things efficiency; while recognizing the role of government in enhancing the long-term 
value of the resource and all the associated economic, environmental, and social benefits that will flow 
from those investments.  
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